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	The idea for this book was formed during the doctorate of Bernd Iser. Bernd

	Iser was working on efficient and robust bandwidth extension algorithms in

	hands-free systems for Harman/Becker Automotive Systems. It turned out

	that bandwidth extension of speech signals was a topic of appreciable interest,

	where lots of scientific publications discussing details of specific solutions could

	be found. What was missing was a contribution elaborately discussing the

	entirety of different approaches and comparing, respectively evaluating them

	in a meaningful manner. Another property that was disregarded in the state

	of the art was the influence of noise corrupted real-world signals. All these

	considerations led to the belief that there was a need for a book taking all

	these missing aspects into account.





	Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Minker, who was supervising the doctorate of Bernd

	Iser at the University of Ulm, Germany, came up with the idea of writing such

	a book. Dr. Gerhard Schmidt, the leader of the acoustic signal processing research

	team, Bernd Iser was working at Harman/Becker Automotive Systems,

	joined the project for having another speech signal processing expert on board.

	Based on the research work on the topic of bandwidth extension of speech signals

	the present book emerged in collaboration that tries to cover the above

	described requirements.





	Like all extensive projects this book project would not have been possible

	to handle without the support, advice, criticism and review of countless

	people. Representative for all of them a few people that added substantial contributions

	to this book should be mentioned and thanked for their valuable

	support.





	The authors thank Dr. Markus Buck for his accurate and detailed review

	of the manuscript; Mohamed Krini for many valuable discussions on the algorithms

	as well as on the manuscript and Dr. Tim Haulick for arranging

	the possibility of conducting research on the topic of bandwidth extension of

	speech signals at Harman/Becker Automotive Systems.
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Forensic Science: An Illustrated DictionaryCRC Press, 2003
The text is deserving of  inclusion in the library of a crime laboratory, if not in the personal library of lab personnel. 
 - Scientific Sleuthing Review, Summer 2004
     This volume introduces the laboratory terms that are crucial to the interpretation and understanding of laboratory report findings. The definitions and accompanying...
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EJB 3.1 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	Enterprise Java Beans enable rapid and simplified development of secure and portable applications based on Java technology. Creating and using EJBs can be challenging and rewarding. Among the challenges are learning the EJB technology itself, learning how to use the development environment you have chosen for EJB development, and the testing...
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Plone Content Management EssentialsSams Publishing, 2004
Welcome to Plone Fast Track! This book serves as a guide for working with Plone 2.0, from installation (or upgrading) to ongoing administration and customization. You'll learn about the underlying reasons for using a content-management system (CMS) through examples and practical application....
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IT Performance Management (Computer Weekly Professional)Butterworth-Heinemann, 2003
IT Performance Management addresses the way organizations should balance the demand and the supply of information technology, optimizing the cost and maximizing the business value of IT.

In this book several aspects of IT performance management are described. The way this management is executed and the techniques, which...
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Digital Rights Management: Technological, Economic, Legal and Political AspectsSpringer, 2004
The content industries consider Digital Rights Management (DRM) to contend with unauthorized downloading of copyrighted material, a practice that costs artists and distributors massively in lost revenue.
Based on two conferences that brought together high-profile specialists in this area - scientists, lawyers, academics, and business...
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Macs For DummiesFor Dummies, 2011

	What an amazing time to get to know the Mac. For years these elegantly
	designed computers have been a model of simplicity and virus-free
	stability. But that’s never stopped Apple from making these machines even
	harder to resist by applying stunning changes.


	Consider Apple’s seismic embrace of Intel a few years...
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